
CUH MICU Orientation Items (November 2021) 
 

1. Always give the nurses your attention and consideration if they raise a concern 
with you. Respect them at all times! 

2. The ICU fellow is in charge whenever the faculty is not around. Treat the fellow 
as you would the attending – consider it all the same voice. 

3. Night ICU attending can be reached on WebOnCall under CUH Night ICU 

Attending 
-------Call to go over all admissions, any significant change in status of a patient, 

cross-cover issues, planned procedures, or just if you wish to discuss anything. 
Do not hesitate to call. This includes if you are called on someone that you do not 
think needs to come to the ICU. That is a faculty or fellow decision  only. 

-------Attending stays 6pm-7am 
4. MICU C is the APP team. They manage their own patients, but can also help you 

with procedures if you are stuck especially at night. They admit from 7a-5p during 
the day, but can also take a nighttime admission if the night attending decides. 
-------The daytime APPs take first call for admissions and transfers, and in 

general will admit the first 2 or 3 of the day unless they are coming fast. This 
frees you up to get your work done on the current patients, complete rounds with 

minimal interruptions, etc. 
-------They take basically anything that comes, and they won’t decide who admits 
based on the patient problems or other factors. This ensure equity.  

5. Requirements to re-triage a patient to the floor when called in by the ED: 
-------ED ok with it 

-------Discussion with faculty or fellow 
-------Discussion and acceptance by service to whom you suggest the patient 
should go 

-------A brief note in the patient chart on the rationale for the re-triage and with 
whom you discussed the case 

-------FYI, there is no such thing as “ICU Criteria” here 
6. Codes in the orange tower are responded to by the SICU team, around the clock. 

After the code, it is then decided which ICU is appropriate for the patient. We 

respond to codes in Blue and Green Towers (rooms xx66 and up are Orange 
Tower) [neuroanesthesia is your airway team in the Orange Tower] 

--------Code leader identification red hat- please wear it when it is given to you in 
a code.  

7. Write orders as you round. Delay in writing orders means delay in care 

-------Always write an order at the same time you make a vent change. Touching 
the ventilator is a privilege, not a right 

8. Keep service and primary team up to date. We are MICU. PH and CF patients in 
the ICU should still be MICU team 

9. As a professional courtesy and for essential input, apprise primary services 

(BMT, especially) about any planned goals-of-care or end-of-life discussions with 
their patients. Call them day or night with this 



10. Transfer orders out of the ICU should be written only after discussion with faculty 
or fellow, or if contingency plan discussed earlier (if certain goals met after 

rounds in the morning for patient to transfer later in the day, for example) 
11. Nurses or administrative staff should never approach you about “making beds” or 

moving patients around to make room for others. That’s a faculty or fellow 
decision. If you are every approached about that, notify your faculty immediately.  

12. Write a transfer note with current assessment and remaining goals and plans to 

assist the acceptance with care continuity 
-------Hospitalists accept patients up to 12noon daily. Do not call until patient is 

physically in a non-ICU bed 
-------Other services will generally take their patients back anytime 

13. Do not leave outside records in the rounding room. Once they are reviewed, take 

them back to the main nurses station. 
14. A note about the Massive Transfusion Protocol 

-------If you want blood right away and are unsure of the type & cross status, 
order Uncrossmatched Blood from the IP Transfusion Order Set 
-------The average time for blood to be ready from an MTP order is 15 minutes. 

Ordering an MTP does not equal getting blood products faster.  
15. Insulin infusions can be run outside of the ICU.  

--------Most DKA patients go to the floor. Exceptions are if the pH is < 7.10 or if 
the HCO3 is single-digit. This also means they can go to the floor once those 
items are improved 

16. Outside transfers/Zale Transfers/Service Transfers – These are also faculty 
decisions. Refer any calls or requests to your faculty (example: surgical resident 

calls you to transfer a patient to our service). Exceptions would be if the request 
comes from our consult fellows (moving from one ICU to another ICU service is 
not encouraged) 


